
The Trophy 
 

Award 

  
This is the 

Perpetual Certificate 
Displayed world wide for all to view 

Of the Achievement of 
 

Richard Roxburgh,  
Kodi Smit-McPhee, Eric Bana, Franka Potente, cast and crew; 

Robert Connolly, John Maynard, Nick Drake, Geoffrey Simpson,  
and the production team; 

And Raimond Gaita for his part in advising  and allowing his book 
 to be the subject for the film. 

Special mention to Kodi Smit-McPhee for his superb performance. 
 

For the year of 
2007 

In the following category indicated 
Category 6, 4 and 1 

 
For his her work of,  / presentation in,    

the Film  'Romulus My Father' 
Awarded by the World Association of Young people and others who have a mentally ill parent. The 
Categories. 

1. Highest Standard of Journalism or media presentation on issues regarding mental illness 
or the issues and or expressed needs of young people or others who have a mentally ill 
parent. 

2. Professional person , a mental health or welfare agency, community organisation or 
business or service,   that has provided highest standard and exceptional quality of 
professional care or support to a person with mental illness or family member. 

3. Person, or organisation or business, that has provided highest standard of support or 
care to a young person who has a mentally ill parent, (other than another family 
member or carer, guardian, foster carer, adoptive parent). 

4. Author of book or publication, or research, that has provided excellent standard or 
understanding of the needs of young people and others have a mentally ill parent. 

5. Open section.  
6. Highest Standard of film or Artwork expressing the needs of young people and others 

coping with mental illness in a parent. 
Above determined by WAYMI via NNAAMI or it’s delegate committee. Committee decision is final.  
‘ The Trophy ’ / Certificate is displayed at nnaami discretion  world wide via the nnaami or waymi 

internet site only. 


